
COLLEGE PRESENTS

The best gifts for college students are practical, but fun â€” from waterproof speakers to an Amazon Prime membership
for fast and free shipping.

Even more, better safe than on fire. Angry and smart as hell. College Hacks Here is a compilation of tips,
tricks, hints and advice for the college bound student. Make their dorm room a home away from home with a
candle that will remind them of their roots. The fabric-covered, waterproof aka beerproof gadget successfully
combines attractive design, intuitive controls, excellent audio quality, and great battery life up to 12 hours. UV
Sanitizing Vacuum They will make lots of friends in college, and some of them will be grimy as hell. The gray
felt and white letters channel a vintage aesthetic, but this look is right on trend â€” just ask Instagram! This is
the perfect book to gift a college student. Homesick Candles Smell Like Each State The years spent in college
are the ones where teenagers turn into young adults and are ready to take on the world. Rocketbook Wave
Smart Notebook This high-tech notebook combines the best of cutting-edge technology and old fashioned pen
and paper. Or instead of keeping their shoes off the coffee table they can use oil and vinegar to get the
scratches out. Laser Cut Wooden Notebook One thing about living with a roommate for the first time in
college is that, typically speaking, your lives are both a mess. A smart alarm clock can be programmed ahead
of time to match their class schedule. She can use it to leave a sweet message for her roomie or to remind her
roomie to throw her red solo cups in the trash. Any photograph can be converted into a template that will burn
their beautiful mug right into every piece of bread that goes in the toaster. Electric Wheel For Any Bike A
long time ago, in the distant past, kids used to put baseball cards in the spokes of their wheels to turn their
bikes into motorcycles. But before you throw you hands up in disgust and ask how it could possibly get worse,
there is some good news. The rotating judge grants a point to the player who succeeds in grossing them out the
most. A great antidote to homesickness and scratchy-clothing syndrome. It's perfect for lazy nap sessions, too!
The judge determines which meme is the funniest, and the game continues rotating judges as long as
everybody wants. On Monday it knows to go off at 7 in the morning, but on Tuesday it lets them sleep it off
till  The best way to avoid this problem? For example, did you know that instead of taking a shower and
cleaning up their dorm room they can spread dry tea bags around to absorb the odor? Now, we modify our
bikes to actually make them self-powered, not just sound like it. The beautiful and intricate designs are like an
anti-accidental theft device. The book is packed with essays, artwork, and lists. The reader will learn important
life hacks, from how to eat enough protein to how to foster a healthy romantic relationship. Now if you could
only microwave away your long history of embarrassing Instagram posts. And their roommates. It's an
oversized blanket that can be worn like a sweatshirt. Fire Extinguisher God, do we even have to explain this
one? Nobody wants to be the guy on the news who got arrested for drunk driving an empty cooler. For real.
Also, the more players, the better! A laser cut wooden notebook is a great start. This leads to the problem of
confusing your stuff for theirs, among other things. Ship them off with a clean conscience. Send notes directly
to the cloud using the Rocketbook smartphone app, and erase the notebook for reuse up to five times using a
microwave.


